Victoria was aware of the Coburg plan to marry her off to Albert and while appreciating Alberts good looks and charm she was guarded in her reaction when writing to King Leopold. Albert on the other hand, was concerned about her addiction to "frivolous" pursuits. Albert did not attend the coronation in 1837 nor did he see her in 38. Victoria (now Queen) had become distinctly skittish about the idea of marriage...to anybody. Blog. Biography Books > European Biographies. Share to Facebook. Share to Pinterest. Share to Twitter. ISBN: B000HZ67IM. ISBN13: 8601415729771. Queen Victoria: From her Birth to the Death of the Prince Consort. No Customer Reviews. No Synopsis Available. Alexandrina Victoria was the daughter of Prince Edward, who was Duke of Kent and the fourth son of King George III. Victoria was the only child and after the death of her father and grandfather, she was brought up by her mother Princess Victoria of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld. She was the queen of Great Britain for 63 years. She is the second longest reigning British monarch with Queen Elizabeth II being the first. During Victoria's reign, great cultural expansions were seen, advancement in science and technology, industry and communications as well as building of railways and London underground. Her Queen Victoria, From Her Birth to the Death of the Prince Consort includes separate appendixes on the Coburg Family, The Conroy Family, The Alleged Plot of the Duke of Cumberland Against the Life of Princess Victoria (with comments by Queen Victoria), and The Destruction of the Queen's Diary. Queen Victoria, from Her Birth to the Death of the Prince Consort includes separate appendixes on the Coburg Family, The Conroy Family, The Alleged Plot of the Duke of Cumberland Against the Life of Princess Victoria (with comments by Queen Victoria), and The Destruction of the Queen's Diary...